Notes

Preface
1. The two mining mascots were a fox named Copper and a bear named Coal; the third was a rabbit called Powder, honoring the snow that brings in tourist dollars.
3. For information on current mining districts and mining operations, see the Utah Mining Association’s Web site: http://www.utahmining.org.
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18. This story is taken from Keller, 183–84.

19. Ibid., 187–89.
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23. Arrington, “Abundance from the Earth,” 212–14. For a contemporary investigation of the development of mines at Park City, see John M. Boutwell, Geology and Ore Deposits of the Park City District, Utah.
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26. On the importance of eastern capital to the development of western mining and other enterprises, see William G. Robbins, *Colony and Empire: The Capitalist Transformation of the American West*.
28. Ibid., 70.
31. For the statement on gold, see U.S. Bureau of Mines, *Mineral Resources*, 1926, Part I, “Metals,” 427. The section on silver reads, “Most of the silver was recovered from the smelting of crude ore and concentrates; no silver bullion or precipitates were marketed” (ibid., 473).
38. For a discussion of these rules, see Wyman, “Industrial Revolution in the West,” 46–47.
40. Ibid., 252.
44. Ibid., 71–72.
46. This information is based on an interview with Greg Fredde, president of the Utah Mining Association, 10 March 2003.
47. Utah Mining Association, “Utah Mining Facts: ‘A Vital Part of Utah’s Future.’” Percentage of payroll from mining in 2000: Emery (34.2), Carbon (23.3), Uintah (23.1), Duchesne (17.2), Sevier (59.7), Percentage of total tax base: Daggett (52.3), San Juan (44.6), Carbon (30.3), Uintah (29.5), Morgan (28.7), Sevier (28.2), Duchesne (23.8), Juab (22.4).
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68. Greg Fredde, interview with the author.
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87. Greg Fredde, interview with the author.

3—General Patrick Edward Connor, Father of Utah Mining
Brigham D. Madsen

1. This article is taken almost entirely verbatim from Brigham D. Madsen, Glory Hunter: A Biography of Patrick Edward Connor. The material on Connor as a mining entrepreneur in Utah has been selected from the book with enough attention paid to his other major achievements as a military commander and political leader to give the reader an overview of his entire career. Patrick E. Connor spent most of his life developing mines in Utah Territory and well deserves the title, “The Father of Utah Mining.”
15. Ibid.
30. *Union Vedette*, 16 April 1864.
31. *Union Vedette*, 16, 23 April; 27 May; 9 June; 13, 16 July; 29 August 1864.
34. *Union Vedette*, 16 September; 19, 22 October 1864.
35. Arrington, “Abundance from the Earth,” 204.
36. Ibid.
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44. Millennial Star: 605–6.
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89. The chief silver mines at North Star were the Monahan, Gallagher, Keep, Shamrock, Last Discovery, Belfast, Aurora, and Montana. In the West District, Connor, Lighthall and Company were working the “valuable and extensive” Temperance and Medusa group of mines, whose ores assayed 80 dollars in silver to the ton. There were 300 tons of ore on the ground awaiting the construction of a smelter. The Flora, in the same district, and owned by Connor and Gallagher, had ores ranging in value from $40 to $700 to the ton in silver and 150 tons of ore on the dump awaiting processing. Salt Lake Tribune, 12 March 1873.
90. Salt Lake Tribune, 17, 19 August; 11 September 1873.
92. P. Edward Connor vs. Robert J. Goldring et al., Third District Court, Salt Lake City, Utah, 25 September 1873.
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4—The Stories They Tell
Carma Wadley

3. Ibid.
7. Ibid., 292.
9. Kate B. Carter, *Heart Throbs of the West*, 10:134. The Three Nephites are mentioned in the Book of Mormon (3 Nephi 28) as requesting, like John the Beloved in the Bible, to remain on the earth to help people until Christ returns.
11. Ibid.
24. Lion, UPI news story.

5—Saline Minerals
J. Wallace Gwynn

1. J. L. Clark, “History of Utah’s Salt Industry, 1847–1970” is a well-documented reference detailing the history of Utah’s salt industry. Unless otherwise noted, the majority of the information for
this section on the history of salt production from Great Salt Lake comes from this reference with permission from the author.


4. Ibid.


6. Ibid.

7. Ibid.


12. Ibid.


15. Ibid.

16. Ibid.


18. Utah Mining Association, “ICM Kalium Sold.”


23. Unless otherwise noted, the information for this section on the history of salt production from east of Nephi in Juab County comes from J. L. Clark, “History of Utah’s Salt Industry,” with permission from the author.


27. Unless otherwise noted, information for the history of salt production from the Redmond area comes from three sources: J. L. Clark, “History of Utah’s Salt Industry”; R. M. Young et. al., Sevier County, Utah: Past to Present (some sections by Verle Peterson and Milo and Neal Bosshardt); or Neal Bosshardt, “Redmond Minerals, Inc.”
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30. This section on the history of potash production from the Cane Creek area is based on information provided by Rick York, general manager of Moab Salt LLC, on 15 August 2001 unless specified otherwise.


32. Evans and Linn, “Fold Relationships within Evaporites.”

33. Untitled Utah Geological Survey report; no date or author.


36. Daniel Jackson, “Solution Mining Pumps New Life into Cane Creek Potash Mine.”


38. Unless otherwise noted, information for this section on the Preuss salt zone comes from J. W. Gwynn, “The Saline Resources of Utah,” Survey Notes: 21–26.


44. Dyni, 1970.

45. J. G. Gwynn, “Utilization of Lisbon Oil Well Field Brine, San Juan County, Utah.”

6—Coal Industry

Allan Kent Powell


5. State of Utah, Report of the State Coal Mine Inspector, 1901, 21


7. For a full account of this story, see Nancy J. Taniguchi, Necessary Fraud: Progressive Reform and Utah Coal.


10. For statistics on the number of miners who lost their lives in the coal mines, see Fred Civish, The Sunnyside War. While the book is a very interesting and readable fictional account of the 1922 coal miners strike in Sunnyside, the appendix includes a list of names, dates, and mines for 1,383 coal miners who lost their lives in Utah mines from 1896 to the present. The author notes that the compilation of this list is a work in progress because more and more names will probably be found in obscure records—especially those killed before Utah became a state in 1896. Civish also includes in his list of twentieth-century casualties one poignant and instructive entry—“The Unknown Miner Many Dates Many Mines.” It is also impossible to list the thousands of miners whose lives were cut short either by suffering accidents inside the mines or developing respiratory diseases such as black lung from years of breathing coal dust.


14. Eastern Utah Advocate, 3 December 1903.


21. For a more detailed history of this strike, see Powell, The Next Time We Strike, 37–50.

22. Salt Lake Herald, 16 February 1901.

23. For a more detailed account of the 1903–4 strike, see Powell, The Next Time We Strike, 51-80. For an account of the role of the Utah National Guard in the strike, see Richard C. Roberts, Legacy: The History of the Utah National Guard from the Nauvoo Legion Era to Enduring Freedom, 47–55.

24. For accounts of Mother Jones, see Autobiography of Mother Jones, ed. Mary Field Barton; Dale Fetherling, Mother Jones the Miners’ Angel; and Elliot J. Gorn, Mother Jones: The Most Dangerous Woman in America.

25. Powell, The Next Time We Strike, 88–89.

26. Ibid., 91–93.

27. For two excellent accounts of the Ludlow massacre, see George S. McGovern and Leonard F. Guttridge, The Great Coalfield War; and Zeese Papanikolas, Buried Unsung: Louis Tikas and the Ludlow Massacre.
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33. Ibid., x.

34. Ibid.

35. Watt, History of Carbon County, 183–99. These are the pages of chapter nine entitled, “The Coal Camps.”


39. Utah Geological Survey and Department of Natural Resources, 2001 Annual Review and Forecast of Utah Coal Production and Distribution, 1. Coal consumption is broken down into 12.48 million tons for power plants within Utah, 7.42 million tons for domestic power plants outside the state, and an additional 2.4 million tons exported to Pacific Rim countries.

40. Ibid. It should be noted that while production increased dramatically from 1982 to 2001, the price per ton the coal companies received dropped significantly from $29.42 in 1982 to $17.76 in 2001.

41. Ibid., 4.

42. Ibid., 3.

7—Uranium Boom
Raye C. Ringholz
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18. Howard Balsley (speech before the American Mining Congress on 23 September 1952).
23. Interview with Wallace Bennett.
24. The Soviets resumed their nuclear tests in 1961, and in 1963 the limited Test Ban Treaty authorized underground testing only.

8—Beryllium Mining
Debra Wagner

1. Sources for the information on bertandite mining come from the files of the Brush Resources Company, P. O. Box 815, Delta, Utah 84624. The information in those files came from Leland J. Davis, geologist, retired; Jack C. Valiquette, plant manager, retired; and John R. Wagner, mine supervisor.

9—Iron County
Janet Seegmiller

1. York Jones was a major contributor to this chapter on iron mining. Jones is a mining engineer who worked more than 40 years in the ore bodies of Iron County. His research extends through four major time periods of mining and other historical subjects. He and his wife, Evelyn Kunz Jones, have coauthored three books about the pioneers and government of Cedar City. Jones provided information for Graham D. MacDonald III’s book, The Magnet: Iron Ore in Iron County Utah.
3. Some resource books which explain the geology of southern Utah are these: William Lee Stokes, Geology of Utah; Herbert E. Gregory, Geology of Eastern Iron County, Utah; and Halka Chronic, Roadside Geology of Utah.
7. “Journal of George A. Smith, President of the Iron County Mission,” vol. 2 (28 April, 3 May, 6 May 1851).
9. Details of the difficulties and different companies are discussed in Morris A. Shirts and Kathryn H. Shirts, A Trial Furnace: Southern Utah’s Iron Mission.
11. The iron ore from which iron and steel are made is an oxide, a compound of iron (Fe) and oxygen (O). Common forms—hematite (Fe₂O₃) and magnetite (Fe₃O₄)—are found in natural deposits. To produce iron, oxygen atoms are separated from iron ore by reduction, usually by causing the oxygen to react with carbon, hydrogen, or carbon monoxide, leaving the iron free as a metal. In steelmaking, the ore is smelted, producing pig iron and slag, which contain the oxidized and unreduced substances. In the 1850s an iron furnace master was like a chef with a mental file of iron recipes, and he improvised as he worked, adding a dash of one ingredient or another. The resulting pig iron varied in quality but was generally usable. In Cedar City, the British method of using coke was tried, even though it was relatively uncommon in the United States. Coke was coal reduced in covered piles or burned in closed kilns. Ironworkers also used charcoal made by burning wood in kilns, as was done in the beehive kiln at Iron town. Exhaustible forests limited the use of charcoal.

The Deseret Iron Company used a simple blast furnace, charged or filled with ore, fuel, and lime. Alternating layers of ingredients were added in measured lots when flames broke through the previous ones. Compressed air injected into the furnace by tuyeres placed on either side or in back formed the blast and made the furnace burn hotter. Air was compressed by water or steam power. Molten iron sank through the charge to the bottom of the furnace and collected in a pool. Slag drained off the top continually, but at intervals the furnace operators broke out a clay plug at the base of the hearth and drained molten iron into sand molds, forming iron "pigs" or bars, hence the term pig iron. Processes such as melting the pig iron in a cupola or puddling furnace further refined it and allowed it to be shaped by hammering for "wrought" or "bar" iron. Castings produced useful articles such as hand irons, cooking pots, tools, machinery parts, or wagon wheels.

14. The bell called the people of Cedar City together for church services, funerals, dances and plays; fires, floods, and other dangers; and all community celebrations. It is now at the Iron Mission State Park in Cedar City.
16. When the men from Iron County reached the mines, no miners were there. The settlers had brought no picks or shovels but were not willing to return empty handed. They looked for ore to load in their wagons and located a rock slide which looked like lead ore. The deposit was far up a hillside, and they had no way to carry the ore. Undaunted, they took off their buckskin trousers, tied up the waists, filled them with ore, slung one leg over each shoulder, and carried the load down the hill. The lead was forged into bullets in readiness for the invading army. William R. Palmer, "History of Iron County," William R. Palmer Collection, box 22, 1922.
17. Brigham Young to Isaac C. Haight, 8 October 1858, Brigham Young's letterbook, MS f219, #8, p. 433.
22. This national historical site was given to the State of Utah by the Cedar City chapter of the Sons of Utah Pioneers and is maintained by the Iron Mission State Park, Utah State Parks and Recreation.
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23. John C. Cutler, who later became governor of Utah, was married to Thomas Taylor's daughter.
26. Ibid., 124, 131–32.
28. MacDonald, The Magnet, 13–15. The Utah Iron Ore and Steel Corporation also built a small steel plant in Midvale, Utah, in 1915. Since it survived on government contracts during World War I, the plant closed when the war and the contracts ended.
29. Quoted in MacDonald, The Magnet, 16.
30. Iron County Record, 20 June 1946.
33. Iron County Record, 17 May 1951.
35. MacDonald, The Magnet, 47.
36. When the Blowout pit closed in 1968 at a depth of 625 feet, 7,168,047 tons of hard magnetite ore had been mined with an average iron content of 60 percent iron (Fe).
42. Grant Tucker, formerly of Cedar City, contributed to this section, with additional information provided by Clemont Adams. Grant Tucker, “Notes on Iron County Coal Mining,” in author's possession, 29 August 1994; Gregory, Geology of Eastern Utah, 145–50.
44. Tucker, “Notes on Iron County Coal Mining,” 1.
45. Paul Averitt, Geology and Coal Resources of the Cedar Mountain Quadrangle, Iron County Utah, 54.
46. Ibid., 60.
47. William C. Adams, “History of Coal Mining in and around Cedar City,” interview by Clemont B. Adams, 7 July 1965, typescript in author’s possession.
Notes

48. Iron County Record, 28 November 1913, 1.
49. This may have been the same two-story cabin used by Francis Webster, Henry Lunt, and Christopher Arthur as a hideout during the polygamy raids in 1887. It must have been renovated if it was the same structure. Pictures of the Corry Hotel/boardinghouse at the Iron County Coal Company mine taken in 1918 show a large frame structure with glass-pane windows.

50. L. W. Macfarlane, Dr. Mac: The Man, His Land, and His People, 223–24 (2d edition); Salt Lake Herald Republican, 13 November 1916, 10; Iron County Record, 18 November 1913; 8, 22 February; 12 April; 26 July; 15 November 1918.

51. William C. Adams interview, 7.

52. The height of the face of the coal mine is stated as 11 feet in the Iron County Record, 22 July 1937, and 15 feet in the Iron County Record, 14 October 1937. Grant Tucker, son of Guy C. Tucker, says the face was opened up to 15 feet, with two clay seams in the coal seam, one about 18 inches from the roof, and the other about 24 inches from the floor. Tucker, “Notes on Iron County Coal Mining,” 1; “Dr. A. L. Graff Locates Long Lost Coal Mine Of High Coking Qualities,” Iron County Record, 22 July 1937, 1. Averitt in Geology and Coal Resources of the Cedar Mountain Quadrangle, 59, places the coke ovens near the Old Kanarraville Mine. However, the ovens are adjacent to the Graff Kleen Koal Mine, which dates the opening of the mine at this site to the 1880s.

55. Ibid., 2.
57. Averitt, Geology and Coal Resources of the Cedar Mountain Quadrangle, 60–61.
58. Edward H. Hahne is the major contributor to the section on silver mining. He was general manager at the Escalante Silver Mine.

59. Placer means there were nuggets large enough to be found through panning or washing for gold in streams or, more likely, in washes that were wet in the spring.

60. “Sheriff’s Sale,” Iron County Record, 10 September 1904.
62. Stateline Oracle, 28 November 1903 (microfilm available at Sherratt Library); Iron County Record, 9, 30 January 1903; 13 February 1904.
63. Iron County Record, 3 March 1905.
64. Iron County Record, 30 April 1909; 17 February 1911.
65. The name Deer Lodge, from Deerlodge Canyon in eastern Lincoln County, Nevada, is also associated with this district.
67. Iron County Record, 11 January 1918.
68. Gold Guidebook, 57; also information given to the author by Dr. Blair Maxfield, 8 September 1995.
74. Iron County Record, 18, 25 December 1929; 18 January 1930.
75. Iron County Record, 10 July 1903, 4; 30 January 1904, 1; 2 April 1904, 1. Further mining was done during World War I. Iron County Record, 25 October 1918.
76. Iron County Record, 11 Mar 1910.
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10—Bingham Canyon
Bruce D. Whitehead and Robert E. Rampton

2. The following story, including quotations, comes from W. W. Gardner, interview with Heber J. Hart, in Kennescope (a company magazine of Kennecott’s Utah Copper Division, November 1974), 2; Kennecott Copper Corporation Archives.
3. Connor was still a colonel and commander at Fort Douglas in 1863. He was appointed major general of the Utah militia in 1870. T. A. Rickard, The Utah Copper Enterprise, 15. See also chapter three of this volume and Brigham D. Madsen, Glory Hunter: A Biography of Patrick Edward Connor.
4. Those present were Archibald Gardner; George B. and Alex Ogilvie; Hugh O’Donnell; M. C. Lewis; Dr. Robert K. Reid, surgeon at Fort Douglas; Col. Charles Jeffrey Sprague, paymaster at Fort Douglas; Samuel Egbert, farmer and stockman in West Jordan; Neil Anderson, Swedish immigrant working in Bingham Canyon; Patrick Edward Connor; Richard Colter Drum; along with William A. Hickman, General Edward McGarry, Captain Daniel McLean, and Colonel Robert Pollock, officers at Fort Douglas; H. O. Pratt, telegraph operator; John Hardcastle; Alex, Henry, and Thomas Bexsted; James Briniger; James Finnerty; G. W. Carleton; M. J. Jenkins; H. O. Pratt; Robert Pollack; David McLean; and H. B. Eldred. Gardner, interview with Hart, 3; Lynne R. Bailey, Old Reliable, 17.
5. The name West Mountain was selected as the English translation of the Indian word Oquirrh.
6. Arrington and Hansen, Richest Hole on Earth, 12.
7. Rickard, Utah Copper Enterprise, 16.
9. Ibid.
11. Ibid., 51.
12. Arrington and Hansen, Richest Hole on Earth, 11–12.
13. T. A. Rickard, A History of American Mining, 191. Colonel Wall’s military title was given to him by his friends.
14. Rickard, Utah Copper Enterprise, 17.
15. A. B. Parsons, The Porphyry Copper, 50.
18. Arrington and Hansen, Richest Hole on Earth, 18.
19. Untitled manuscript, Kennecott Copper Corporation Archives, c. 1957.
20. Salt Lake Tribune, 1 January 1899.
22. Deseret News, 5, 14, 15 November 1906.
24. Jackling earned the rank of colonel by his service to Colorado Governor J. H. Peabody with the Colorado National Guard from 1903 to 1904 and service to Utah Governor William Spry with the Utah National Guard from 1909 to 1913. Consequently, he is frequently called Colonel Jackling.
Notes

25. Bailey, Old Reliable, 42.
26. Ibid.
27. Untitled manuscript, Kennecott Copper Corporation Archives, c. 1957.
28. Ibid.
29. Arrington and Hansen, Richest Hole on Earth, 37.
30. Ibid.; italics in original.
31. Ibid.
32. Parsons, Porphyry Coppers, 68–69.
33. Ibid.
34. Bailey, Old Reliable, 53.
35. Arrington and Hansen, Richest Hole on Earth, 52.
36. Bailey, Old Reliable, 32, 46.
38. Parsons, Porphyry Coppers, 79.
39. Arrington and Hansen, Richest Hole on Earth, 64.
40. Ibid., 64–67; Parsons, Porphyry Coppers, 50.
41. Bailey, Old Reliable, 63.
43. Ibid., 292.
44. Bailey, Old Reliable, 98.
45. “The People Who Made Kennecott,” Deseret News, 27 March 1985, C1. The IWW was reputed to have socialist, anarchist, or communist ties and was seen as among the most violent of the emerging labor organizations.
46. A padrone, literally “master” or “boss” in Italian, was a contractor who provided laborers for a business or industry, usually, as in the case of Skliris, for a fee paid by each worker.
48. Ibid., 296.
49. Ibid.
51. Bailey, Old Reliable, 103.
52. Ibid.
53. Ibid., 104.
56. Ibid.
58. Ibid., 103.
60. Bailey, Old Reliable, 103.
61. “Outline of History of Bingham Canyon and Kennecott Utah Copper,” 2, Kennecott Copper Corporation Archives.
63. Spendlove, “History of Bingham Canyon,” 64.
65. Arrington and Hansen, Richest Hole on Earth, 68.
66. Ibid.
67. Telluride Power Company document, Kennecott Copper Corporation Archives.
68. Bailey, Old Reliable, 83.
69. Ibid., 172.
70. Ibid., 154–57
72. Ibid., 154–55.
73. Ibid., 149–53.
74. Helen Z. Papanikolas, “Georgia Lathouris Mageras: Magerou, the Greek Midwife,” Utah Historical Quarterly: (Fall 1965); reprinted in Colleen Whitley, ed., Worth Their Salt, Too: More Notable but Often Unnoted Women of Utah, 159–70.
76. Floralee Millsaps, “Ada Duhigg: Angel of Bingham Canyon,” in Worth Their Salt, Too, 156.
77. Ibid., 159.
78. Parsons, Porphyry Coppers, 80, quoted in Arrington and Hansen, Richest Hole on Earth, 70.
79. Arrington and Hansen, Richest Hole on Earth, 70.
84. Bailey, Old Reliable, 164.
86. Ibid., 14.
89. Arrington and Hansen, Richest Hole on Earth, 77.
90. Ibid.
91. Bailey, Old Reliable, 172.
92. Rosie the Riveter was a popular icon of women working in men’s jobs. She appeared on posters, in newspapers, and eventually on T-shirts.
95. Jackling received still other honors. On 19 April 1955, Brigadier General Maxwell E. Rich, the Utah adjutant general, by Special Order promoted Colonel Jackling to the honorary rank of brigadier general in the Utah National Guard: “In recognition of outstanding and meritorious service rendered the Utah National Guard, the State of Utah, and the United States of America during a long and distinguished career which has included two World Wars, and in appreciation of technological and managerial contributions of important significance to the State of Utah.” State of Utah, Military Department, Office of the Adjutant General, Special Orders 11, 19 April 1955.
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